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Introduction: Manhattan, New York, is a bustling 

epicenter of commerce characterized by high delivery truck 

activity, posing significant challenges concerning traffic 

safety and congestion. To address these concerns, this study 

aims to shed light on traffic volume and delivery truck 

crash density in Manhattan using advanced mapping 

techniques. By exploring the correlation between traffic 

volume and crash densities and loading zones, this study 

seeks to identify critical areas prone to accidents, thus 

laying the groundwork for implementing effective safety 

measures and traffic management strategies.  

 

 

Methods: The study employed a multi-step approach to 

analyze traffic and crash data in Manhattan. Firstly, 

relevant datasets were acquired from authoritative sources 

and filtered to include only records involving delivery 

vehicles during operational hours. Secondly, data 

integration and visualization were performed in ArcGIS 

Pro, where each dataset was imported and layered as point 

coordinates for comprehensive mapping. To create a crash 

density heat map, crash densities were normalized by 

dividing collision counts by the nearest traffic volume 

count. This normalized data was then utilized to generate a 

visually informative heat map highlighting areas with 

higher crash densities. Lastly, high crash density areas were 

assessed for  potential contribution of delivery vehicle 

loading zones to these critical zones.  

 

 

Results: The figures  enables a deeper understanding of the 

spatial distribution and potential impact of delivery vehicle 

activities on crash density in Manhattan.  

 

 

Conclusions: While definitive evidence regarding the 

direct impact of Fresh Direct loading zones on collision 

rates remains elusive due to limited information, it is worth 

noting that all truck loading zones in the southern region of 

Manhattan align with areas of heightened crash density. 

This spatial correlation raises the possibility of loading 

zones playing a role in the observed collision patterns, 

underscoring the importance of conducting further 

investigations to comprehend their potential contribution to 

road safety challenges. 
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